The Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science (IACS) is looking for creative professionals in organic chemical research for the posts of Professor/Reader in the Department of Organic Chemistry. They should have excellent academic record with published papers of merit. They should be able to establish research schools in modern and emerging areas and to guide doctoral students. A commitment to developing interdisciplinary areas of research is desirable, with interest in subjects such as biological chemistry, medicinal chemistry, organometallics, combinatorial chemistry, etc. The successful candidates will also be obliged to involve themselves in the resource management of the department. Applicants are requested to send their biodata along with a list of publications, names of three referees, expected minimum salary, etc. to the Registrar, IACS, Jadavpur, Calcutta 700 032 before 30 June 2000. A No Objection Certificate of the present employer for applicants engaged in permanent services elsewhere should be furnished at the time of interview.

Scale of pay:

For Professor, Rs 16,400–450–20,900–500–22,400. For Reader, 12,000–420–18,300. The posts carry allowances as are admissible to the Central Government employees stationed in Calcutta. The total emoluments at the initial of the scale will be Rs 28,650 (approx.) for Professor and Rs 21,260 (approx.) for Reader at present. Higher initial salary will be given to really deserving candidates. IACS offers excellent opportunity of career advancement, which includes personal promotion schemes for a higher position for Readers. Selection may also be made in absentia of the candidates applying from abroad. Selection need not be confined to the applicants only.

For more information regarding the Institute our Website (http://www.iacs.res.in) may be consulted.
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